It’s the perfect season to go back to school—virtual summer school!—and stand out on your Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) journey.

**SPECIAL SUMMER PRICING**
10% OFF WHEN 2 WORKSHOPS ARE PURCHASED (VALUE: $22,000 USD)

Between July 6 and August 31, Catalyst is offering a special promotional bundle on 2 virtual workshops for Catalyst Supporters. This promotion includes **MARC Managers** and your choice of either **Managing Diverse Teams Inclusively** or **Becoming an Inclusive Leader**.

This reflects a 10% discount over the cost of the 2 workshops if purchased separately; workshops must be contracted by August 31, 2022, to be eligible. Supporters will receive an additional 5% off if both sessions are scheduled and delivered by August 31, 2022.

**VIRTUAL SUMMER WORKSHOP BUNDLES** for Catalyst Supporters

**MARC MANAGERS**
This interactive virtual workshop enables managers and mid-level employees to reflect on their unique role and contribution to advancing gender partnership, equity, and inclusion.

**BECOMING AN INCLUSIVE LEADER**
This virtual workshop, from our Leading for Equity and Inclusion curriculum, is just two hours long, providing participants with a highly interactive learning experience that connects learners with the facilitator and one another throughout the session.

**MANAGING DIVERSE TEAMS INCLUSIVELY**
This two-hour virtual workshop, from our Leading for Equity and Inclusion curriculum, is led by a live facilitator and delivered on a secure virtual meeting platform. Participants learn together through engaging interactions, hands-on activities, and collaborative group projects.

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS**
Only US Supporter companies are eligible for the promotion. The only Catalyst workshops offered through this promotion are the **MARC Managers**, **Managing Diverse Teams Inclusively** and **Becoming an Inclusive Leader** VILT workshops. In order to receive 10% off, Supporters must contract for the workshops by August 31, 2022, and the workshops must be delivered by October 31, 2022. In order to receive an extra 5% off, Supporters must contract for the workshops and the workshops must be delivered by August 31, 2022. Delivery of workshops is subject to scheduling availability by Catalyst. If the workshops are contracted by August 31, 2022 but delivery is delayed due to limited Catalyst availability, the promotion will be honored for the later delivery.